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Yun Chujiu ran as she distributed the supreme-grade explosive talismans to the secret guards. “When 

the time comes, listen to my command. When I say explode, throw it out. Do You Hear Me?” 

 

 

The Secret Guards of the Temple of Immortals were better off. The Secret Guards of the other forces 

looked at the thick pile of supreme-grade explosive talismans in their hands and felt that their 

worldview had been severely impacted. Emma, this little fairy jiu was indeed not human.., where did she 

get so many supreme grade explosive talismans from? Could it be that she had drawn them all herself? 

This was just too perverse! 

 

 

Everyone quickly rushed to the courtyard where di Linhan and the others were being held. Yun chujiu 

had everyone spread out and surrounded the entire courtyard to prevent the people from the hall of 

the Netherworld from moving them. 

 

 

When the secret guards from the Hall of the Netherworld heard that there was a disturbance in the 

distance, they immediately stepped up their vigilance. Now that they saw Yun chujiu bringing people 

over, they immediately assumed a battle stance. 

 

 

Yun chujiu instructed Xiao Hei, Xiao Mogu, and Xiao Mogu to go underground under the cover of the 

Dark Guards. 

 

 

“Come! Let’s give them a big fireworks display!”Yun chujiu curled her lips and waved her hand. 

 

 



Following Yun Chujiu’s words, the dark guards threw the explosive talismans in their hands at the Dark 

Guards of the Nether World Palace. Loud explosions rang out continuously.. 

 

 

The Dark Shrine’s dark guards did not expect these people to explode at the slightest disagreement. 

Although they did not kill many, most of them were injured and their imposing manner instantly 

weakened. 

 

 

The Dark Shrine’s dark guards were originally full of confidence and planned to fight to the death with 

these dark guards. However, they did not expect them to not fight at all. They were all here with cheats! 

 

 

Dharma Protector Zhao was also a cunning old fox. He immediately ordered: “Bring those people over as 

hostages. I want to see if they still dare to make a move.” 

 

 

Very quickly, Di Linhan and the rest were brought over by the dark guards of the Hall of the 

netherworld. The people around the courtyard had also withdrawn, and the two sides were in a 

standoff. 

 

 

As it was night time and Yun Chujiu had many fake scars on her face, Di Linhan and the rest did not 

recognize Yun chujiu. They were still wondering who this little girl was? Could it be that she was the one 

who rescued their secret guards? She was wearing the Gui Yuan sect’s uniform. Could it be that she 

could not stand the Gui Yuan sect’s way of doing things, so she acted righteously? 
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Dharma Protector Zhao did not recognize her either. He sneered and said, “Who are you? Could it be 

that you are the Gui Yuan sect’s mole? I advise you to surrender obediently, or I will kill these hostages!” 

 

 

“Yo, are you trying to scare ghosts? Without these hostages, you are nothing! Without these hostages as 

a hostage, how can your Nether World Hall conquer the Tian Yuan continent? If you dare to kill these 

people, your vice palace master Liu Will Skin You Alive!”Yun chujiu curled her lips and said mockingly. 

 

 

Only then did di Linhan and the others recognize that it was Yun Chujiu’s voice and their hearts were 

filled with mixed feelings. During the previous competition in the Burning Sky Plains, it was the little girl 

who descended from the sky to save the situation. This time, it was this little girl who stood up again! 

Speaking of which, how did she come in? 

 

 

Di Linhan was even a little suspicious. Could it be that the little girl, Little Jiu, was mischievous and had 

snuck in among his secret guards? Then how did she escape? 

 

 

Some people from the Netherworld Hall also recognized that it was Yun Chujiu’s voice, because some of 

them had been to the burning sky mystic realm before, and they immediately cried out in surprise: 

“Dharma Protector Zhao, this stinky little girl is Yun Chujiu!” 

 

 

Dharma Protector Zhao was stunned for a moment before he gritted his teeth and said, “So it’s you! You 

are really the sworn enemy of our Netherworld Hall. Every time you come out to stir up trouble, today is 

the Day You Die! Bring di Linhan Here!” 


